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ANNUAL REPORT

the trustees to the corporation.

Gentlemen :

The following report for the year 1 842, is respect-

fully submitted.

The number of inmates at the commencement of

the year was sixty-two : of these five have been

regularly discharged ; two have left for the purpose

of trying to earn their own livelihood, and one has

died. There have been fourteen new admissions,

so that the number of blind persons in the establish-

ment, is now sixty-eight; and of deaf and dumb
persons two, making in all seventy. Of these thirty-

three are from Massachusetts ; the others are from

Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Connecticut, New
York and South Carolina. The pupils from Massa-

chusetts, with a single exception, may be considered

as State Beneficiaries, for although by the terms of

the grant from the State, we are required to receive

only twenty pupils, wo have no disposition to restrict
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the number, but have received all applicants who are

of the proper age and condition, and shall continue

to do so.

The pupil whose loss we have to lament, was

Orin Moore, an amiable and interesting boy of

nine years of age, who was much beloved by his

teachers and all his comrades. It was a sad be-

reavement, but when we consider that it is the only

one which has occurred in our numerous household

for more than two years, we must feel grateful for

our happy exemption from the usual mortality.

The effect produced upon a community like ours,

by the death of one of its members, is interesting in

a phsychological point of view, and has not escap-

ed the speculations of philosophers. Diderot says,

" since of all those external demonstrations which

excite in us ideas of pain and consequent pity, the

blind can be affected only by the sound of groans, I

suspect them generally of hard-heartedness."

"We, ourselves, do we not cease to pity, when dis-

tance or the minuteness of objects produce the same

effect upon us as want of sight does upon a blind

man ? So much do our virtues depend upon the

sensations, and upon the manner in which external

things affect us. Thus I doubt not that many, if not

afraid of punishment, would rather kill a man who

was so far off as to appear no larger than a swal-

low, than to cut the throat of an ox with their own

hands."

However ingenious this reasoning may seem, the

apparent inference from it of inhumanity among the

blind, is not confirmed by experience.

It is true that the shroud, the coffin and the pall

;



the crape, the hearse and the slow procession awak-

en the sympathy and the grief of beholders ; but, be

it remembered, that these are the effects—the tender

demonstrations, and not the cause of the sorrow of

the bereaved. The blind do not have any less

acuteness and strength of the social affections than

others, but on the contrary, these affections seem to

be even more developed ; and nature, baulked of ex-

hibiting her power in one direction, puts it forth

with increased energy in another. Or rather, to

speak more correctly, they prove that the law of

exercise applies to the social as well as to the intel-

lectual faculties : the diminished field for action, as

well as the sense of dependence, causes the blind

to yearn with more intensity for close social com-

munion with others ; this communion becomes very

dear, and when its bonds are broken, the sense of

desolation is exceedingly keen.

The instinctive dread of death which nature

plants in us all for self-preservation, acts quite as

strongly, perhaps indeed even more strongly among

the blind : so that they need not the sight of the

sombre trappings ' and the suits of woe' with which

others are wont to associate death ; they need not

to see the pallid cheek, the glazed eye, and the

first startling marks of " decay's effacing fingers,"

in order to make them shrink from dissolution.

They cling to life as others do, instinctively, and

without regard to the amount of its advantages

and pleasures. Hence the falsity of the oft-quoted

remark, " we go out from the world as from a de-

lightful theatre, the blind man goes out as from a

dungeon; if he has less pleasure in living, at lei
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he has loss regrel al dyigg." The world is not ne-

cessarily a dungeon to the blind man: nay ! it may

be to him a theatre redolent of music ; it may be a

stage on which he finds scope for the action of his

faculties, and the gratification of his desires; but, if

it be not, still he clings to it, and still he regards

separation from it as the greatest of evils.

Death has occurred among our inmates very rare-

l\ : hut whenever it has torn one of them away, it

has left awe stricken and bleeding hearts, long and

tenderly to deplore the loss.

This leads us to remark upon another peculiarity

of blindness as compared with what are generally

considered the great calamities of life, viz : its mor-

al effects upon the sufferer. There is no part of the

body which is guarded with such sensitive care as

. and an injury to vision is considered worse

than the loss of a limb. The sense of hearing for

all moral and intellectual purposes is more impor-

tant than the sense of sight ; and persons born blind

become, cceteris paribus, more intelligent than those

born deaf. Nevertheless the sight of a deaf person,

or even of one deprived of his limbs, does not excite

so much compassion, as does the appearance of one

blind. Most persons would prefer to be deal', and

;i to throw in a limb or two. rather than to be

blind ; and yet, it is found, as a general rule, that.

blind persons are much happier, not only than the

but than those who have suffered any very

mutilation, or any considerable physical de-

formity. We do not mean here to discuss the ques-

tion whether it is a greater misfortune to be blind

<»r deaf; that was well disposed of, by the sightless



Rodenbach, when he said, sight is more important

for the poor man, hearing for tiie rieh one : but we

wish only to make such suggestions as arise natur-

ally from considering the fact of the general happi-

ness of the blind.

When we consider that the social state is not

elected by men, but that they are impelled to it by

the irresistible cravings of their nature, and that

these cravings can be fully gratified only through

the medium of vocal language, we perceive at once,

the privation of speech must greatly retard if it does

not entirely prevent the human development. It is

true that the expanding mind, like the germinating

plant, if prevented from following its natural bent,

will find another, less direct ; and the dumb child

cut oft' from gratifying his yearnings for social com-

munion, by vocal language, immediately sets about

forming for himself a language of signs which is

usually called natural language. But how poor and

imperfect is this at best ; and how is the deaf mute

hampered and dwarfed in his mental growth, while the

blind child, catching and imitating every sound, and

every intonation of the voice, is each hour putting

himself in new intellectual and moral relations, with

the things and persons about him ; for, be it re-

marked, vocal language is not only the natural vehi-

cle for intellectual communication, but it is the

most perfect, indeed the only one, for close social

and moral intercourse.

Hence we see young persons who have never had

special instruction, attaining the most free and per-

fect use of language, as it regards the moral attri-

butes and affections. Hence when the dumb youth



is taking his first painful lessons in that wonderful

substitute which philosophy has supplied to him,

—

and laboring to understand such expressions as would

and should^ the blind child is perfectly familiar not

only with every varying tone of affection or emotion,

but he may be listening with delight to the words of

\\\v. moralist or the verse of trie poet. It is in the

intellectual perception of external relations that he

is behind others. The long night of his life knows

no morning ; the ever changing, but ever beautiful

face of nature, is to him a blank ; and not only so,

but all forms of expression, founded upon the count-

changes of light and shade, so numerous in all

languages, are to him of vague and uncertain import.

Then there are many forms of existence so obvious

that no one ever thinks of telling them to children

;

things which the simplest books do not explain.

"Who would think, for instance, of telling a child

that a horse had four legs, and a hen but two ;* yet

how is the blind child to know it, unless he feels of

the animals ? It is here, as was said before, in the

perception of certain external relations, that he is

cramped, and it is the province of his instructor to

supply to him, as far as may be, the means of arriv-

ing at a knowledge of these relations.

We have known blind persons of good intellect, who were ignoranl

of facts of this kind. Sometimes they get false notions from what they

re id ; for instance, some of our intelligent pupils supposed, for a long

time, that a comet, was a bird, because an American Poet says,

And ringing as he fl

rally supposed that whatever flies and sings must be a bird.

This would be the natural inference of all persons who never saw a

n difficult is it to find or books that do not propagate

errors



This con be clone to a considerable extent, but

not entirely ; nevertheless, unhappiness is not the

necessary, or even the common result to the blind,

for their intellectual faculties find a wide field for

exercise in the other countless forms of matter. The
palpable variety of surface and consistence ; the faint

but perceptible diversity of odors ; the shadowy dif-

ferences of taste ; and above all, the world of sound

with its exhaustless variety of expression, and its yet

unexplored resources for harmonious combinations

—

these, in all of which the blind child finds an infin-

itude of relations imperceptible to us—these give

pleasant employment, and consequent strength to

his mere knowing powers. But it is a small matter,

if this alone be the result of education. The legiti-

mate province of the intellect is to guide to the har-

monious development, and to the due regulation ofthe

moral nature ; to point out the legitimate objects of the

affections, and the different degrees of ascendancy

among the desires, because the capacity and strength

ofthe affections will be increased by the enlightenment

of the mind. Accordingly, it is found among the blind,

that notwithstanding their privation makes them seek

social communion with others, and induces them to

look more especially to the gratification of the social

nature for their enjoyment than seeing people do

—

still, education increases this, and while it elevates

the standard of choice, it strengthens the bond of

attachment. When perfect too, it will teach what

is not usually enough taught, the self-denial of indi-

vidual enjoyment, for the sake of the common good;

for one of the saddest conditions of their lot is, that

all the social affections cannot be gratified without
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the risk of entailment of their infirmity upon others
;

and they have to learn, [and in learning may they

teach others,] that let the feelings clamor ever so

loudly, the voice of conscienciousness should be

heard above the din.

Another interesting question arises from consider-

ing the effect of blindness upon the religious affec-

tions. The blind have been reproached with a ten-

dency to Atheism, and the ingenious objections of

blind Saunderson to the truths of religion have been

often quoted.

But the result of our observation of a great num-

ber of cases has been the conviction that the blind,

generally, have the religious feelings more easily de-

veloped in their minds, that they are more susceptible

of religious impressions, and have a more devotional

spirit, than seeing persons. This we attribute not

alone to the greater sense of dependence, for that is

an intellectual perception, while the first yearnings

of the soul for something to adore,—the starting

germs of the religious feeling—the early aspirations

of the spirit, are all perceptible before there can be

an intellectual perception of dependence. This

seems at least to be the case with blind children,

and to prove rather that the religious nature is en-

tirely independent, and as certainly developed in a

growing mind, as any other of its attributes. Be
the explanation, however, what it may, the fact

seems as stated above, and we shall leave to others

the interesting speculations that might be constructed

upon it.

Religious instruction, strictly so called, does not

form part of our regular system, and the only devo-
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tional exercise is, the daily reading of scriptures, with

the repetition of the Lord's Prayer by the pupils.

The general course of instruction has been so

often detailed in former reports, that it need not be

repeated here; suffice it to say, that it has been pur-

sued, during the past year, and we believe with satis-

factory results. It is sometimes difficult to show the

positive benefits which a superior education confers

upon persons not destined to one of the learned pro-

fessions; and the objection is not seldom urged,

that it can be of little use to blind persons, since

most of them must get their living by hard work, if

indeed they can do so even by that. It is true that

a blind person must always labor under a disadvan-

tage in obtaining his own livelihood, and since, in

the present state of things, many of the laboring

class, with every sense and every faculty quickened

by the pressure of want, and sharpened by compe-

tition, have difficulty in obtaining the comforts of

life, how much greater difficulty must oppose the

efforts of the blind man. Nevertheless, it is as clear

as any truth can be, that if he cannot support him-

self comfortably when his intellect is enlightened,

and his faculties physical and mental are trained to

activity, his condition must have been much worse,

had he remained in ignorance and in idleness.

Moreover it is certain, that without that degree of

self respect which will make him resolve to do all

that in him lies to raise himself above charity, he

will not make successful struggle with the odds

that are against him; and this self respect cannot be

born of ignorance. With it, with proper views of

the dignity of labor, with habits of industry, and with
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good moral character, the young blind person goes

out into the world with some chance, at least, of

success, and if he have friends to give him a helping

hand at the outset, he may finally walk firmly alone.

Some of the pupils who have left, are now engaged

in the attempt to earn their own livelihood : some

by teaching and practising music ; some by the ex-

ercise of handicraft work ; some in other ways.

Some have been supplied with tools, stock, &lc,

by the Institution, and are to make payment in arti-

cles of their own manufacture. Whatever may be

the result of these efforts in individual cases, the

good effects of their education cannot be doubted

;

with an enlightened mind, with a due sense of self

respect, and a determination not to be a burden

upon others, the blind person will grapple resolutely

with the difficulties which, under the most favorable

circumstances, must ever oppose his progress to in-

dependence.

These difficulties, it must be admitted, are nu-

merous and great ; more so than we ourselves

formerly supposed, and we are desirous that our

experience should be useful to others. Blindness

necessarily precludes a person from engaging in any

of the common callings of life ; the farmer, the me-
chanic, the sailor, have constant need of eyesight.

There are, however, some of the subdivisions of the

mechanic arts, such as coarse weaving, braiding,

&c, which can be easily performed by a blind per-

son
; but as soon as any articles, mats for instance,

are found to be in demand, some contrivance is

made by which steam sets iron fingers in mo-
tion, and the market is glutted. A blind man can
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make excellent baskets, common brushes, brooms,

&c. ; but if, having learned to do so, he goes out

into the world, and tries to live by his art, he meets

great difficulties. Take the manufacture of shoe

brushes, for instance ; the blind man can finish an

article as well as a seeing one, and get a fair living;

but the seeing man erects an establishment, where,

by minute subdivision of labor, by purchasing stock

in large quantities, by using the finer materials for

fine articles, and taking only the refuse for shoe

brushes, he throws the latter into the market at a

price with which the blind man cannot well com-

pete ; because he has no capital, he must buy in small

quantities, and he must sell when his work is done,

since he cannot afford to wait for a rise in the

market. For some time, perhaps, he is able to dis-

pose of his articles at a profit, because people feel

desirous of encouraging him, and will trade with

him on terms less advantageous to themselves than

they can get elsewhere ; but this amounts to charity,

and the blind man ought not to rely upon its contin-

uance, if he could; which, however, he cannot; for

charity and trade go not long hand in hand together.

Nor has he the advantage which another workman

has, who can profit by the establishment which his

rich neighbor has opened, and go into it and work as

long as he pleases ; for nothing about the establish-

ment is calculated for blind persons, to whom rum-

bling cog-wheels, revolving bands, and whirling

saws, are objects of fear and of real danger. Every

thing in the workshop of the blind man should be

arranged with a reference to his peculiar mode of

working, and when so arranged, and on a large
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scale, it will admit of that subdivision of labor, with-

out which no permanent profit can be counted upon.

With these views, which the result of every year's

experience confirms, we have endeavored to build

up a department which should be considered sup-

plementary to the Institution, and in which work

could be supplied to such blind persons as are dis-

posed to work industriously all the time ; and we
confidently hope it will have ultimate success. Dur-

ing the last year, thirteen blind persons have been

employed in it, and have, most of them, earned

something for themselves. The sale of articles has

steadily increased, but it is not yet sufficiently great

to give employment to more than a small proportion

of those who can work, and are willing to work, but

who cannot find employment. For a particular ac-

count of the operations in the shop, we refer to the

Appendix, and merely state summarily here, that it

has been a small expense to the Institution, though

it has now such a start that it will not probably be

so any longer. We consider the expense, however,

as nothing compared to its present and prospective

advantages to the blind. We would, therefore, so-

licit the public patronage to the establishment, be-

lieving that the articles manufactured will mve
satisfaction.

In addition to the inducements urged above, for

the establishment of some place in which blind per-

sons can find employment, another is to be found in

the fact that blind persons who have received an

education, and who cannot therefore remain quiet

in a state of dependence upon friends, and who, of

course, shrink from going to an alms-house, are
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sometimes, from sheer necessity, obliged to resort to

means, some of which are not desirable, and others

are positively prejudicial to the characters of the in-

dividuals, and of doubtful benefit to the public. We
will notice but two, music and lecturing, by itinerant

practitioners who have not talent or acquirement

enough to create an interest, or to convey instruction,

but who depend upon the extraneous interest excited

by the fact that they are blind, in other words, upon

charity. We would speak with kindness and with

due consideration of the circumstances which may
have forced some to adopt these callings ; but we
think it a duty to raise a voice of warning on this

subject.

In some parts of Great Britain, itinerant blind

musicians have become a nuisance, for they are in

reality vagabonds and beggars, and their peculiar

infirmity procures them exemption from the treat-

ment which others of that class would receive at the

hands of the police. The multiplication of institu-

tions for the instruction of the blind in this country,

will have the effect of multiplying persons who will

be able to keep themselves out of the alms-house

;

and as all will have some knowledge of music, and

a smattering of other knowledge, some from indo-

lence, some from want, will be apt to become itin-

erant musicians or lecturers, although they may be

entirely wanting in the requisite qualities for those

most respectable professions; indeed there are al-

ready some such in the country. We have always

held, and hold still, that music should be taught to

all blind persons, and that it would afford to many a

reputable and profitable employment. But it should
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be selected as such, only by those who have a de-

cided talent for it, and who can, by devoting all

their time and effort, attain to such a degree of ex-

cellence as will command for them positions as

organists, teachers of vocal music, &c, in which

they can have, what every man should have, regular

and permanent occupation ; for the others, it should

be only a source of recreation, and occupy hours

that cannot be devoted to work. The objections to

incompetent blind persons adopting either of the

callings above named, are two fold ; first, they indi-

rectly ask charity, they collect people who come

only from vague curiosity, and they are apt to degen-

erate into mountebanks ; second, they necessarily

acquire habits of irregularity, and almost certainly of

vicious tendency. They give one or two concerts

or lectures, so called (by courtesy) during the week

;

they are just then under great excitement, but the

next morning, and all the intermediate time, they

are in a state of mental collapse ; they lie late in bed,

they lounge about with idle people in public houses,

bar rooms, &c. Under these circumstances, and

without steady employment, it would be very strange

if they should escape, what so few seeing persons

similarly placed ever do escape, habits of dissipation

and depravity.

It is to avoid the necessity of blind persons be-

coming mountebanks, and to provide them with

steady and honorable employment, that we would

urge the provision of an establishment in which they

shall have the advantages that result to seeing men

from combination, from investment of capital, and

from subdivision of labor ; and we hope to see in
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every large city in the country, such an establish-

ment, where the industrious and skilful blind work-

man may be able to earn by his honest labor, enough

at least to raise him above the crushing sense of de-

pendence upon charity.

In the printing establishment nothing has been

done, during the year, (for want of funds) except

the work upon the Old Testament. That enter-

prise, of so much interest to the blind in every

part of the country, has been brought to a close

:

the whole Bible is now stereotyped, and finished in

a beautiful and permanent form. An edition has

been printed on very tough paper, which will last a

lifetime with proper usage ; it is condensed to eight

volumes, and may be had at the cost, or $20 per

per set. This work shows a very decided improve-

ment in mechanical execution over any thing which

has heretofore been finished here, or imported from

Europe ; while at the same time it can be afforded

much cheaper ; for the European Bible for the blind,

which has been but recently completed is in 19 vols,

and costs, delivered here, about $40. Indeed, the

American Bible, is not beyond the reach of any

blind person who has learned to read, and is really

disposed to study the sacred writings, for to all

those, who arc indigent, the Bible Society will sup-

ply a copy gratuitously. In alluding to the superi-

ority of the execution of this work, over any we
have yet seen, we speak not in a spirit of boasting,

but of gratulation to others ; it is the last work,

and it ought therefore 1<> have nil the most re-

cent improvements. The art of printing for the

blind is new, and is still capable of great improve-
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mcnt ; we trust it will be improved ; we wait with

impatience and with iiopcful anticipation for new

and superior works from the progress of the kin-

dred institutions in Philadelphia and Glasgow, which

have already made valuable contributions to the li-

brary of the blind. Nor do we despair of being able

yet further to advance this good work, for although

the fund is now exhausted, and there is no appar-

ent way of obtaining more, yet we trust that the

liberality of old friends will be renewed, and that

new friends will come forward, and our press will

not be allowed to remain idle, through the coming

year. Time was, when this was considered a doubt-

ful experiment ; time was, when we raised an al-

most solitary voice for a library of the blind ; for it

is not yet ten years, since it consisted of only a

few portions of Scripture, printed by a benevolent

individual; but now, it is established beyond all

question that books for the blind are sources of

pleasure and profit ; they have been multiplied, but

the readers have multiplied still faster ; there are

now several hundreds sitting darkling in their soli-

tary homes, and stretching out their hands to the

rich and the benevolent, who can turn their dark-

ness into light, and their sadness into joy.

Let them not wait in vain ; let it not be that when
a way is pointed out by Avhich one of the greatest

of human calamities can be lightened of half its

weight, no helping hand shall be found to remove it.

The press of our country is teeming with books,

pamphlets, and papers; thousands of pages printed

are unread by any but the authors of them
;

and shall not a lew books be placed in (he hands of
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a blind child in such a shape that he can read them ?

Shall not a little be saved out of this vast waste to

gladden his heart, and sow the seed of knowledge

and virtue in his mind ? We trust that it will ; and

that the appeal which we have often made before,

and never yet entirely in vain, shall again be suc-

cessful.

In the Report of the last year some general obser-

vations were made upon the statistics of blindness,

and a few results were stated ; a still larger collec-

tion of facts has been made by the Director, during

the past year, some of which will be found in an Ap-

pendix. It may be stated more generally, that the

hereditary tendency to blindness appears by them to

be well established, and also that blindness is often

one of the physical infirmities entailed upon children,

by the parents or grand-parents who were themselves

nearly related by blood.

For the financial affairs of the Institution, we
refer to the appended Report of the Treasurer,

which has been duly audited by a Committee of

the Corporation. It may be well, however, to state

here, what seems not to be generally understood,

the mode of managing the finances of the Insti-

tution. The Corporation, at its annual meeting,

appoints a Treasurer, who receives the funds on

hand, and to whom all payments, whether from the

State, or from individuals, are immediately made
;

he alone has charge of the funds. The Corpor-

ation appoints eight gentlemen on its part, and the

Governor and Council appoint four in behalf of

the State, to act as Trustees. The Board of Trus-

tees appoint two of its members to act as auditors
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of accounts. All bills are first examined by the Di-

rector, and certified by him to be correct ; they are

then audited by the Auditors, and entered in thcir

books ; and the Treasurer pays no bill unless
(
it

be first certified by the Director, and approved by

the Auditors. At the end of the year the Treasu-

rer's accounts are examined by a Committee of the

Corporation, who compare his entries with the orig-

inal vouchers, and if found correct, they are approv-

ed and submitted at the Annual Meeting. The

Treasurer and Trustees have no salary, and no per-

quisites ; the Director has a salary, but no perqui-

sites ; all other persons employed have their salar-

ies and their board. In this way the financial

affairs are simplified, and any abuse is rendered im-

possible except by defalcation on the part of the

Treasurer, or remissness or combination among the

Trustees, against which there can be no safeguard,

except the character of these persons ; since to re-

quire heavy bonds where the duties are not light, and

where there is no salary, would be hardly reasonable.

The Steward's accounts are submitted in an Ap-

pendix ; and from them it will appear that all the do-

mestic expenses of the establishment, including board,

washing, fuel, stable, &c, amount to $6,159 37.

The average number of pupils and teachers during

the year has been 75, so that the cost has been #82
12 cents for each person, one year; or #1 bl\%

cents per week, or 9 cents per week less than dur-

ing the last year.

The Steward's department is under the immediate

management of the Director, who keeps the ac-

counts, and examines and enters all the bills. At
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the end of every month, the accounts are made up,

and examined, with the original vouchers, hy the

Auditors, and an order is drawn by them on the

Treasurer for the same.

The food is plain, but wholesome, and abundant

;

and the general domestic arrangements are calcu-

lated to promote the comfort and health of the in-

mates.

It will be perceived that the income of the Insti-

tution merely covers the necessary expenses ; and

that for the greater part of that income it is entirely

dependent upon the bounty of the State. Should

this be withheld in part, or in whole, its doors would

have to be closed, or the means of its usefulness

materially lessened.

We have thus alluded in general terms to the

various departments of the Institution ; and we are

happy to report them in a sound and flourishing-

condition. For more detailed information, we re-

fer the Corporation, and indeed all persons inter-

ested, to the appended documents, to the books,

and to the Institution itself. The most thorough

examination is solicited, and information will be

readily afforded on all subjects.

It is necessary to have regulations with regard to

the admission of visiters ; and the Institution is open

to the public only on the first Saturday in each

month, when an exhibition is given between 3 and 5

o'clock, P. M. But special permits can be obtained

for strangers, or for persons particularly interested,

without charge, by applying at the Office, No. 152

Washington Street.

We take this occasion to express our satisfaction
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with the officers and teachers who have discharged

their duties with fidelity and ability ; and we close

with recommending the Institution to the favor of

the Legislature and the public.

All which is respectfully submitted.

EDWARD BROOKS,
THOMAS G. CARY,
JOHN C. GRAY,
JOHN D. FISHER,
OZIAS GOODWIN,
JOHN HOMANS,
SAMUEL MAY,
JAMES K. MILLS,
SAMUEL P. LOUD,
HORACE MANN,
ROBERT RANTOUL,
STEPHEN FAIRBANKS.



APPENDIX A.

LAURA BRIDGMAN.

Gentlemen,

In drawing up an account of the progress of our interesting

pupil, during the past year, I shall rather aim to give information

to the general readers of our annual report, and to those numerous
persons who watch with interest the progress of the experiment

of her education, than to detail any new facts.

Her health has heen excellent during the year, uninterrupted

indeed hy a single day's illness. Several medical gentlemen
have expressed their fears that the continual mental excitement

which she manifests, and the restless activity of her mind, must
affect her health, and perhaps endanger the soundness of her

mental faculties; but any such tendency has been effectually

counteracted by causing her to practice callisthenic exercises,

and to take long walks daily in the open air, which on some days
extend to six miles. Besides, she has a safeguard in the nature

of her emotions, which are always joyful, always pleasant and
hopeful ; and there is no doubt that the glad flow of spirits which
she constantly enjoys, contributes not only to her physical health,

but to the development of her mind. There is a great difference

produced, even physically, by the habitual indulgence of different

emotions. Let two children of quick parts be put to study—the

one stimulated by emulation, by pride, and by envy, and the

other by love of his parents, by regard for his teacher, and above
all, by the natural relish for new truth and the delight which results

from a pleasant activity of the perceptive faculties, and the differ-

ence, even in the physical effects, will, after a time, be percep-
tible. Ambition, envy, and pride, while they may stimulate to

powerful mental efforts, are accompanied with little pleasure, and
that not a healthful one; they leave behind lassitude and dissat-

isfaction; the child craves something more, he knows not what;
but joy, that oxygen of the moral atmosphere, is generated only
by the action of the generous and noble sentiments.

Laura generally appears, by the quickness of her motions and
llie eagerness of her gestures, to be in a state of mind which i-

another would be called unnatural excitement. Her spirit, appar-
ently impatient of its narrow bounds, is as it were continually press

ing against the bars of its cage, and struggling, if not to escape,
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at least to obtain more of the sights and sounds of the outer world.

The signs by which she expresses her ideas are slow and tedious;

her thoughts outstrip their tardy vehicle, and fly forward to the

goal ; she evidently feels desirous of talking faster than she can
;

and she loves best to converse with those who can interpret the

motion of her fingers when they are so rapid as to be unintelligible

to a common eye. But with all this activity of the mental ma-
chinery, there is none of the wear and tear produced by the grit of
discontent; every thing is made smooth by the oil of gladness. She
rises uncalled at an early hour ; she begins the day as merrily as

the lark; she is laughing as she attires herself and braids her hair,

and comes dancing out of her chamber as though every morn
were that of a gala day ; a smile and a sign of recognition greet

every one she meets ; kisses and caresses are bestowed upon her

friends and her teachers ; she goes to her lesson, but knows not

the word task; she gaily assists others in what they call house-

work, but which she deems play; she is delighted with society,

and clings to others as though she would grow to them
;

yet she

is happy when sitting alone, and smiles and laughs as the vary-

ing current of pleasant thoughts passes through her mind ; and
when she walks out into the field, she greets her mother nature,

whose smile she cannot see, whose music she cannot hear, with a

joyful heart and a glad countenance; in a word, her whole life

is like a hymn of gratitude and thanksgiving.

1 know that this may be deemed extravagant, and by some
considered as the partial description of a fond friend ; but it is

not so ; and fortunately for others, (particularly because this les-

son of contentment should not be lost upon the repining and un-

grateful,) she is as a lamp set upon a hill, whose light cannot lie

hid. She is seen and known of many, and those who know her

best will testify most warmly in her favor.

The general course of instruction pursued during the past

year, corresponding as it does with that detailed in former re-

ports, needs not to be here repeated for the information of those

to whom this report is immediately addressed ; but as great pub-

lic interest is excited in this case, and as inquiries are continual-

ly made respecting the processes by which instruction is convey-
ed to her mind, it may be well to explain some of them, even at

the risk of repetition, and of saying what may seem to those

familiar with the theory of teaching the deaf and dumb not only

trite but worthless. Let me therefore say here, that should any
of the theoretical views of deaf-mutism propounded in these re-

ports, be deemed unsound by those better acquainted with the

subject, it is to be considered that our Institution is not one
whose objeel it is to teach deaf-mutes ; the cases which have
been treated of are those where mutism is complicated with

blindness, and which have come under its care simply because its

method of instruction seemed nearest adapted to such i
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«—cases nearly hopeless, and which, it is believed, have never be*

Fore been successfully treated.

Some kind of language seems necessary for every human be-

ing ; the cravings of the social nature are loud and constant, and

cannot be gratified except by some medium of communication

for the feelings. The intellect cannot be developed unless all the

modifications of thought have some sign even, by which they can

be recalled. Hence men are compelled by a kind of inward force

to form languages ; and they do form them under all and every

circumstance. The social organ presents the natural and most

perfect medium through which, by attaching a meaning to every

modulation of voice, a perfect system of communication is kept

up. The question whether a people could exist without lan-

guage would be about as reasonable as it would be to ask wheth-

er they can exist without hands ; it is as natural for men to con-

verse as it is for them to eat; if they cannot speak they will con-

verse by signs, as, if they had no hands, they would feed them-

selves with their toes. Children then, prompted by nature, asso-

ciate their thoughts with audible words, and learn language

without any special instruction. If you make the sound, repre-

sented by the letters apple, when you hold up the fruit to a

child, he naturally associates that sound with it, and will imitate

the sound, even without your trying to make him do so; if

the child be deaf so that he cannot hear the word which you

speak, of course he cannot imitate it, and as such, of course, he

must be forever dumb. But the desire to associate the thing

with a sign still remains, and he has the same power of imitation

as others, except in regard to words ; if therefore you make a

visible sign when you show him the apple, as by doubling the

fist, the fist afterwards becomes to him the name or sign for the

apple. But suppose the child cannot see the apple, suppose he be

blind as well as deaf. What then? he has the same intellectual

nature,—put the apple in his hand, let him feel it, smell it, taste

it,—put your clenched hand in his at the same time, and several

times, until he associates this sign with the thing, and when he

wishes for the fruit he will hold up his little fist, and delight your

heart by this sign, which is just as much a word, as though he

had said apple! out aloud.

Reasoning in this way I undertook the task of instructing

Laura Bridgman and the result has been what it will ever be

where nature is followed as our guide.

This simple process is readily understood ;
but simple signs,

and names of objects being easy enough, it is often asked, how
can a knowledge of qualities which have no positive existence be

communicated '? Just as easily, and just as they are taught to com-
mon children ; when a child bites a sweet apple, or a sour one,

he perceives the difference of taste ; he hears you use one sound,

sweet, when you taste the one, another sound, sour, when you
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laste the other. These sounds are associated in his mind witfr

those qualities; the deaf child sees the pucker of your lips, or

some grimace when you taste the sour one, and that grimace
perhaps is seized upon by him for a sign or a name for sour

;

and so with other physical qualities. The deaf, dumb and blind

child cannot hear your sound, cannot see your grimace, yet he
perceives the quality of sweetness, and if you take pains to make
some peculiar sign two or three times when the quality is per-

ceived, he will associate that sign with the quality, and have a

name for it.

It will be said that qualities have no existence, being mere ab-

stractions, and that when we say sweet apple, the child will think

it is a compound name for the individual apple, or if he does not
do this, that he cannot know whether by the word sweet we mean
the quality of sweetness or the quality of soundness. This is true;

at first the child does not know to what the sound sweet refers

;

he may misuse it often, but by imitation, by observation, he at

last gets it right, and applies the word sweet to every thing
whose qualities revive the same sensation as the sweet apple

did ; he then uses the word sweet in the abstract, not aa a parrot,

but understandingly, simply because the parrot has not the men-
tal organization which fits it to understand qualities, and the
child has. Now the transition from physical to mental qualities

is very easy ; the child has dormant within his bosom every men-
tal quality that the man has; every emotion and every passion
has its natural language; and it is a law of nature that the ex-

hibition of this natural language calls into activity the like men-
tal quality in the beholder. The difference between joy and sor-

row, between a smile and a frown, is just as cognisable by a

child as the difference between a sweet apple and a sour one

;

and through the same mental process, by which a mute attaches

signs to the physical quality, he may, (with a little more pains,)

be made to attach them to the moral qualities. There is not time
however in this brief report to enlarge upon this point.

Much surprise has been expressed by some who are conversant
with the difficulties of the teaching, &c. of mutes, that Laura
should have attained the use of verbs without more special in-

struction. It may be said in reply, that no minute and perfect ac-
count of the various steps in the process of her instruction has
ever yet been published ; and that moreover the difficulties in the
use of the verbs are in reality much less than is usually supposed.

As soon a3 a child has learned the use of a noun, as apple,
and of one or two signs of qualities, as sour and sweet, he begins
to use them; he holds up the fruit, and lisps out, apple—sour,
or apple—sweet; he has not been taught a verb, and yet he uses
one; he asserts the one apple to be sweet, the other to be sour;
he in reality says, mentally, " apple is sweet apple," or " apple is

sour apple;" and in a little while he catches by the ear, an audi-
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We sign,—the word, is, and puts it in where he before used only a

sign, or meant to use one. Just so with the deaf-mute; when he
has learned a noun and an adjective he uses them by the help of
a verb, or some mark of assertion, and you have only to give him
some sign, which he will adopt just as readily as the speaking
child, by mere imitation, and without any process of ratiocina-

tion. We give too narrow a definition when we say a verb is a

word, &.c. I may be wrong, but it seems to me that the long,

detailed, and very ingenious process laid down in some books for

teaching verbs and other parts of speech to the deaf mutes, are

worse than useless; they have excited much attention, and justly

received much admiration for their ingenuity, but it is of the

kind we should bestow on mechanical contrivances for imitating

the human voice ; and it would seem to be about as wise to teach
a child to talk by directing him to contract this muscle, to relax

that, and to place his lips in such and such a posture, as to teach

a deaf-mute the use of the different parts of speech in the man-
ner detailed by Sicard.

But it would swell this report to a volume, should I pursue the

same train of remarks with regard to the different parts of speech.

Indeed I should hardly have hazarded it here had it not been
for assertions, emanating from respectable sources, that this child

must have some vision, or hearing, or some remembrance of oral

language, since she has easily attained the use of the most diffi-

cult parts of speech, which cost so much labor to those merely

deaf and dumb. It is needless to repeat what is so well known to

hundreds, that she is totally deaf, and blind, and has been so

from her tender infancy.

It will be observed by those who have had 'the patience to

read the above remarks, that to the child with all his senses, the

acquisition of a language, which has already been perfected by

the labor of many successive generations, is an easy and pleasant

task, and accomplished without any teacher ; that for the deaf-

mute the difficulty is increased a thousand fold ; that for the

deaf, dumb, and blind, it is immeasurably greater still; and that

for poor Laura Bridgman it is even more increased by the fact

that she has not that acuteness of smell and taste, which usually

aid those in her situation, and that she relies upon touch alone.

Nevertheless she goes on, joyously using her single small talent,

patiently piling up her little heap of knowledge, and rejoicing

as much over it as if it were a pyramid.

Before proceeding farther, it may be well to explain what was
said in a former report about Laura's making a peculiar sound,

whenever she meets any person, which she calls that person's

noise; and about which many inquiries have been made; es-

pecially as an important physiological inference may be drawn
from it. When she meets me, one of the pupils, or any intimate

friend, she instantly makes a noise with the vocal organs;— for
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one a chuckle, for another a elude, for a third a nasal sound, for

a fourth a guttural, &c. These are to her evidently signs, or

names affixed to each person. These are known by those very

intimate with her ; when they speak to her of such and such an

one, she makes his " noise;" and these noises or names have be-

come so intimately associated with the persons, that sometimes,

when she is sitting by herself, and the thought of a friend comes
up in her mind, she utters his "noise," as she calls it, that is,

what is to her his name. Now as she cannot hear a sound, as

she never attempts, like deaf and dumb persons, to attract the

attention of others by making a noise, it follows that, impelled by

the natural tendency of the human mind to attach signs to every

thought, she selects the natural vehicle for the expression of it,

and exercises the vocal organs, but without any definite view of

producing an effect. This would seem to prove, if indeed any

proof be wanting, that men did not select vocal sounds for a

colloquial medium, from among other possible media, but that

it is the natural one.

It may be remarked, in this connexion, that she laughs aloud,

and more naturally than most deaf persons, and that she is almost

constantly doing so. This is not checked at all, although it is not

always an agreeable sound, because there is some danger that

her pulmonary organs may suffer for want of that natural and

healthy exercise which other persons have from speaking aloud.*

In romping and frolicking she becomes quite noisy, and thus

obtains some exercise for her lungs.

Much attention has been paid during the year to improving

her in the use of language, and at the same time to increasing

her stock of knowledge. A useful exercise for this purpose

has been to tell her some story, and to requie her to repeat it in

her own language, after she has forgotten the precise words in

which it was related to her.

The following story was related to her one day :

JOHN AND THE PLUMS.

1. An old man had a plum tree, and when the plums were ripe, he
said to his boy John,

2. I want you to pick the plums oft' my tree, for I am an old man, and
I cannot get up into my tree to pick them.

3. Then John said, yes sir ! I will get up into the tree and pick them
fur you.

4. So the boy got up, and the old man gave him a pail to put the
plums in, and he hung it up in the tree near him.

5. And then he put the plums into the pail, one by one, till the pail

was full.

ti. When the boy saw that the pail was full, he said to the old man,
Let me give you the pail, for it is full.

* I do not know whal may lie the statistics of mortality among deaf -mutes, bat I should
Infer, « priori, that they would be more subject to pulmonary diseases than speaking
persons.
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7. Then the man held up his hand and took the pail of plums and put

them in his cart.

8. For, said he, I am to take them to town in my cart to sell them,

—

and he gave the pail hack to the boy to fill with more plums.

9. At last the boy said, I am tired and hot, will you give me a plum
to eat ?

10. Yes, said the old man, for you are a good boy, and have worked
well ; so I will give you ten plums, for you have earned them.

11. The boy was glad to hear him say so, and said, I do not want to

eat them all now. I will eat five and take five home to my sister.

12. You may get down now, said the old man, for it will soon be dark,

and then you will lose your way home.
13. So the boy got down and ran home and felt glad that he had been

kind to the old man.
14. And when he got home he was glad he had been kind to his sister

and kept half his plums for her.

The next day she was requested to recall it to memory, and to

write it down in her Journal, and she did so in the following

words

:

"An old man had a large plum tree,—he had a little boy John ; the man
asked John to please to go up on the tree to pick many plums, because
he was very old and lame. The man gave John a pail for plums. John
put them in till it was very full ; he said to the man, it is very full of
plums. He took the pail up in his cart to sell them. John was tired and
hot; he asked the man if he might take one plum. The man said he
might take ten plums, because he was a very good boy to earn them hard.

The man told him to hurry home. He ate five plums; he gave his sister

five plums ; he felt very happy because he helped the old man much, and
made his sister happy. John was kind to help the old man ; he was very
generous to give his sister part of his plums. The old man loved John
very much. If John did not hurry home he would have lost the way.
John liked to help the old man well."

It will be seen that she made some moral reflections of her

own which were not expressed in the original story. It is de-

sirable that every new word or fact which she learns should be
communicated by her teachers, or that she should form a correct

notion about it ; but this, as will be perceived, is impossible,

without depriving her of that intercourse with others which is

necessary for the development of her social nature. The follow-

ing extract from the journal of Miss Swift her teacher, is inter-

esting.

Feb. 27. When I went to Laura after recess, she said, / was very much
frightened; Why? I thought I felt sunn <>iu male a great noise, and I

trembled^ and my heart ached very quick. She asked me if I knew any
crazzy persons, then altered it to craxy then to crazy; I asked her who
gave her the new word crazy, she said " Lorena told me about crazy per-
sons, and said she was [once] crazy; What is crazy ?" 1 told her that
crazy persons could not think what they were doing, and attempted to
change the subject; but she immediately returned to it and repeated the
question, hare you seen crazy peoplt :' and would not be satisfied until I

answered it. I told her I saw a crazy woman walking about; she said
" why did she walk, huw could she think to walk?" [She detected here the
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imperfection of her teacher's definition.] I told her they were sometimes
sick, and became crazy ; she said " icho will take care of me if I am
crazy;" I laughed at her and told her she would not be crazy. She repli-

ed " I said, if."* "I told her I would take care of her if she would be

kind and gentle to me ;" she then asked, ran I talk with my fingers ; did

you ever see a dizzy lady ; how do you dizzy? Laura said she dreamed
last night about her mother, and the baby, and talked with her fingers, as

in the day time ; I questioned her particularly on what she dreamed, but
could not get a satisfactory answer.

She wrote a letter to her father, and her mother, of her own accord

;

that to her mother was as follows :

" My dear, my Mother,

I want to see you very much I send much love to you I send ten kisses

to my sister Mary. My one pair of stockings are done. Can Mary walk
with her feet ? Do stockings fit her ? I want you to write a letter to me
some time. Miss Swift teaches me. I want you to come to South Bos-
ton with my sister to stay few days and see me exercising the callisthe-

nics. Oliver can talk with his fingers very faster about words. I will

write a letter; to you again. Miss J. and Dr. send love to you. Miss
Davis is married, Mrs. Davis. She has gone to live with her husband in

Dudley. Is Mary well ? Is my aunt well ? I send love to her. I will

write letter to you soon some time. Why did you not write letter to

me ? I go to meeting every Sunday. I am gentle in Church with Miss
Rogers. I am happy there.

Goodbye LAURA BRIDGMAN.

She has commenced the study of geography, during the past

year, and made fair progress. Having first acquired an idea of

the points of the compass, and taken some preliminary lessons

by bounding her schoolroom, the chambers, entries, &c, and
then going out into the premises, bounding the house and yard,

she was put to a map. But it will be more interesting to give

some extracts from her teacher's journal, showing how she passes

her time of study, though no words can describe adequately the

eagerness of her manner, and the pleasurable expression of her

countenance when she gets a new idea, and turns to hug her

teacher, in her glee.

Feb. 2d. She asked me if she was good yesterday ; I told her yes, she
had been good all the week ; she said, " did I do any little thing wrong? 1 '

Continued the conversation on trades, and taught her the word furniture.
When I was telling her what work milliners did, she said, " do milliners
make stockings,—milliners make stockings that have flowers on them?"
At the geography hour she asked me to teach her " above,"—meaning the
chambers ; she bounded, to-day, all the rooms on the second story, and
remembered all of yesterday's lesson, without going to the rooms.

In Writing, gave her a lesson on the board ; she does not succeed so
well on that as Oliver. At twelve began to tell her about seeds, and told
her I would talk to her about what her father did, (he is a farmer.) She
said, ''how do you know what my father does? does your father do so?"
No ! my father is Dr. " Why is not my father Dr ?—he gave me medicine
oner

; was he a Dr ?" Did not succeed to-day in getting her much inter-
ested in seeds. P. M. She worked very industriously.

Feb. 3d. Gave Laura examples in numeration, in hundreds and thou-

* I^t any one who ha* questioned the possibility of her forming a correct conception of
this difficult word </', look at tiiis form of expression, and find therein an answer.
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sands, which she performed very well, and numerated correctly until she
had the number 8,500, which she wrote 80 50; she hesitated, and said,

"I think it is wrong," and enumerated; but it took her a long time to

find how to alter it,—when she at length succeeded, she said, " I was very
sad not to know." Laura asked what cups and plates and saucers were ;

taught her the word crockery,

—

"what arc rings?" taught her jewelry,

—

" ivhat arc knives and forks?" &c. Next she got her work box, for me to

tell of what it was made ; told her about the pearl with which it is inlaid,

and the name of the wood,—rose ; she asked, of what the doors were
made; told her pine; she asked, "why arc pine apples—pine?"—she
wanted to know who made the brass hinges. She talked about her
locket, and wanted to know what color it was under the glass ; told her
it was black,

—

"how can folks see through black?" In Geography, she
bounds any of the rooms now, after a moment's thought, and seems to

understand all about it ; she bounded the house, with a little help ; talked
with her about the Point—but she did not quite understand it. In
Writing, she does very well when practising her letters, but when she
has her journal, she is very careless ; she wrote to-day an account of the
different trades. In the afternoon she went to the schoolroom an hour,
while a number of gentlemen were there ; she amused herself by asking
what the denominations were after millions ; at last she set down a
row of types the whole length of her board, and enumerating it found it

was eighty quintillions,—she asked, " what people live eighty quintillions

of miles off?" and said, "/ think it would take ladies a year to go so
very far.

Feb. 17th. Laura succeeded in doing five or six questions this morn-
ing. One was to find the age of a man, in which I gave her the time
he had lived in several places. She said, "Ac lived in many places, I am
not sure, why—why?" She asked a great many questions about the party
to which I went last evening, as how the ladies knew when to come,
&c. ; taught her the word invitation; she asked, "why did I not go?"
told her she was a little girl,—she said, " Doctor says J am tall;" but she
was quite reconciled to it when I told her that the other blind girls did
not go. She talked of her walk yesterday ; she was much amused by
walking on the snow that was crusted over, but not quite enough to bear ;

when she broke through, she would scream with delight, and pull me
after her. She was quite puzzled to find the reason, and I told her if she
would remember to ask me, I would tell her this morning.

Feb. 18th. Found, to my surprise, that Laura could bound all the
towns 1 had taught her, without the map,—Roxbury, Brookline, Brighton,
Watertown, and West Cambridge. I taught her, to-day, about Cam-
bridge, Charlestown, Medford, and Maiden. She was in excellent spirits,

and takes more interest in this than in any other study. At twelve,
took Laura to the stable, to show her oats and a half-peck measure

;

then to the store-room, to teach her Wine Measure ; found a gallon meas-
ure and also a hogshead, tierce, and barrel. She readily learned their
names, and how many gallons they would hold, and then, as usual, she
wanted to go round to examine other things ; let her see the coffee in a
bag ; sugar, salt, &c. in barrels

;
ginger, pepper, &c. in boxes of twenty-

five and fifty lbs. ; then starch in papers, and lastly she examined the tea-
chest, box, lead, &c. I intended to have taken a part of this lesson on
another day, but she was so much interested that I could not avoid her
questions : deferred the review until another day.

Here follow some other extracts, taken from different parts

of the Journal

:

Wednesday. Laura practised some time in Arithmetic, but did not
succeed quite as well as yesterday. She was much interested in an
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Algebra typo, and was very anxious to be able to use it; told her I would

teach her, when she was sixteen, all about it; "and can you kiss me
then?" Sbo said, "can you kiss sixteen young ladies?" meaning young
ladies of sixteen. Sin- talked about it some time, and expressed much
fear that she should have to give up kissing and being kissed when she

was older.

Thursday. Commenced by telling her where Boston and Charles

River were, and then attempted to give her the idea, that the map was

small and We could not have room to put on it all that was on the other

111,111 ; and then of the number of miles from Boston to the mouth of the

Hudson River, moving her finger from one to the other. When I had

told her the distance, she said, "I think Miss W. lives there,"—and she

was delighted that she had got so far from home.

At eleven, gave her for a writing lesson, the story I read to her Friday

noon. She said, at first, she could not remember it, because it was long

ago that I read it; but she did very well. After writing it she said,

"is this truth?" told her I thought it was not. " Is it lie ?" tried to make
her understand that it was not wrong to write it, but I doubt if I suc-

ceeded entirely. When writing she spelled the word bureau wrong, and

when I asked her, why ? she said, "I was very unremembcred ;" sin-

knows the word forgetful, but wished to try to make one, and after she

had done so she turned to me for approbation.

It has been remarked that it was very difficult in the begin-

ning to make her understand figures of speech, fables, or sup-

posititious cases of any kind, and this difficulty is not yet entirely

overcome. If any sum in arithmetic is given to her, the first

impression is that what is supposed, did actually happen. For in-

stance, a few mornings ago, when her teacher took an arithme-

tic to read a sum, she asked, " How did the man who wrote that

book know I was here?" The sum given her was this : If you

can buy a barrel of cider for four dollars, how much can you buy

for one dollar? upon which her first comment was, "/ cannot

give much for cider, because it is very sour."

She formerly talked as little children do, without using pro-

nouns, but now she uses them freely, and her appreciation of

them is proved by the fact that in talking with little Oliver, who
is still in the very rudiments of language, she uses the third per-

son, and says, for instance, "Laura is rich," when to another

she would say, "I am rich."

She has a keen relish for knowledge, which, mingled with a

little self-esteem, would perhaps impel her to greater effort than

would be consistent with health, if care were not taken to pre-

vent it. One day she had been left in my library while we were:

gone to church ; in the evening she appeared fatigued and com-

plained of being unwell ; she was asked where she had pain, and

she said, " in my head; I slept one hour to-day, and then studied

very much in books, and thought very hard." Upon inquiry, it

was found that she had got hold of a Latin book, printed in rais-

ed letters, and had been puzzling over it, and worrying about it.

She asked the meaning of many words which she remembered,

as sed, nun, est, &x. It was explained to her that it was in the
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Latin language, upon which she asked if" the Dr. knew Latin;"

if " Sophia knew Latin ;" and learning that some others were as

ignorant of it as herself, she was comforted. She understands

that different nations use different languages, and was very much
pleased at learning a few words of French.

Words are to her always signs of something definite, and

are taken in their literal sense ; for instance, she supposed for

some time after hearing about the generic word smith, that

blacksmiths were all black men, and silversmiths white men.
Like other blind persons, she forms an idea, (vague, of course,)

about colors ; she thinks that black is a dirty color, and that the

ground is black ; another says that black is rough, while white

is smooth, &c.
If she is told the name of a person, as Mr. Green, or Mr.

Brown, it excites a smile, or an expression of surprise. So when
she meets a name, as Ox-ford, or V\y-mouth, she discovers a

sense of the ludicrous in the unwonted use of the term ox,

mouth, &c.
She continues as formerly to form words analogically : for in-

stance, having learned the word restless, she said one day when
she felt weak, " I am very stronglcss." Being told this was not

right, she said, " why you say restless when I do not sit still."

Then, thinking probably of adjectives formed from nouns by ad-

ding ful, she said, "I am very weakful."
Her insatiable curiosity often leads her to discourse about things,

the full comprehension of which is far above her reach; and it

is difficult to confine her mind to one point. If you are talking

to her about lead, for instance, she will want to know about lead

pencils, what would be the effect of eating it, about shot ; then

about birds, why killed, &c. &c. Talking about Houses she

asked " ichcre did men live before wood was made, and without

floors ?" Answer, in caves and caverns; " How many years did

men live in caves?" No precise answer could be given, and she

contiuued by asking " where did they live before caverns ?"

This ignorance of many things which are familiar tu other

children, causes her sometimes to appear childish in conversa-

tion. For instance, walking in the streets, she felt the ground
tremble as a fire-company rushed by, and being told that sonic

one's house was on fire, and men were running to help him put it

out, she asked, " how do they blow V—thinking they blew it out

as one does a lighted candle ; and on an attempt being made to

explain that the fire was quenched by water, she asked, " why
do not man put it out himself?"
At other times her home questions manifest shrewdness, and

show that she will not be put off with the simple affirmation of
others. Her teacher talking with her one day about her doll,

told her it could not feel; thai flesh and skin had feeling, but

not kid and wax. "But," said she, " why cannot man make flesh

doll!" Where would he get his flesh was the anwer. " Take
5
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from cow," said she. Immediately afterwards, talking of ho:

she said, " did you ever pat your father's liorsc on face ?" Yes I

"Was he happy?" Yes! "Did he smile?" No! "Then
hoic did you know he teas happy ?"

But I might till a volume, (and perhaps I may, some day, for it

would be useful to children at least,) were I to dwell upon the

interesting particulars of the intellectual instruction of this child.

I proceed, therefore, to some considerations more immediately
connected with her moral nature.

It is a remarkable and most gratifying fact, that she adopts and
follows with greater readiness and facility any regulation founded
upon what may be called natural minor morals, than one based
upon mere arbitrary, social conventionalism. She does not for-

get or violate any rule of conduct in which the feelings or rights

of others are concerned ; indeed, she hardly seems to need them;
but she is apt to forget such a rule as that one should not rise from
the table until others have done eating.* Being once told, two
years ago, that it was disagreeable to others to have her blow her
nose at table, she has never violated the request since, but inva-

riably gets up, and leaves the room for that purpose ; while such,

a rule as that of using a fork instead of a knife, or of shaking
hands with a person, would have to be repeated many times over.

As to cleanliness, modesty, sobriety, &c, she needs no in-

struction; she is always clean in person, and neat in dress; and
the slightest exposure will call the blush to her cheek. She eats

heartily, and often, but never over much, and drinks but very

moderately the simplest beverage. She sometimes seems to be so

full of animal spirits that it is difficult for her to sit with quiet or de-

corum ; and if the weather be bad, and she cannot work off her ex-

citement by exercise, she becomes nervous, or, as we call it to her,

rude. In her teacher's journal, I find the following: "Laura had a
nervous day, and lost part of her lesson. Talking about somethings
she had done in the morning, she said, " What made me r, ry
rude?" I told her I did not know; she said, " I think J did not

fid good in heart;" asked her why? she replied, "finalise I

broke a door lamb this morning ;" I asked her if she felt good
now ; she replied, " I cannot feel, good until I learn to be good"

She seems to be one of those who have the law graven upon
their hearts; who do not see the right intellectually, but perceive

ii intuitively; who do good not so much from principle as from
instinct ; and who, if made to swerve a moment from tlie right

by any temptation, soon recover themselves by their native elas-

ticity. For the preservation of the purity of her soul, in her dark

inually occur to the reader, thai si) ha no means of perceiving things
which I refer in. as passing in her in. sence

;
but lier sensibilitj is so greal thai hardlj anj

thing can occur in a room wit! i her getting some idea of it. At table she always con
to find out how manj peoplethcn are; she knows when thej have done eating;
a even perceive the lighti tjarmadi by drumming on the table with the finj
These things are so familial thai one forgets to explain them.
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and silent pilgrimage through time, God has implanted within

her that native love of modesty, thoughtfulness, and conscien-

tiousness, which precept may strengthen, but could never have

bestowed ; and, as at midnight and in the storm, the faithful

needle points unerring to the Pole, and guides the mariner over

the trackless ocean, so will this principle guide her to happiness

and to Heaven. May no tempter shake her native faith in this,

her guide ; may no disturbing force cause it to swerve from its

true direction

!

As yet, it has not done so, and I can recollect no instance of

moral obliquity except under strong temptation. I recall now
one instance of deliberate deception, and that I am bound to

confess, with sorrow, was perhaps attributable to indiscretion on

my part. She came to me one day dressed for a walk, and had

on a new pair of gloves which were stout, and rather coarse. I

begun to banter and tease her, (in that spirit of fun of which she

is very fond, and which she usually returns with interest,) upon

the clumsy appearance of her hands, at which she first laughed,

but soon began to look so serious and even grieved that I tried

to direct her attention to something else, and soon forgot the

subject. But not so poor Laura; here her personal vanity, or

her love of approbation, had been wounded; she thought the

gloves were the cause of it, and she resolved to be rid of them.

Accordingly they disappeared, and were supposed to be lost;

but her guileless nature betrayed itself, for without being ques-

tioned," she frequently talked about the gloves, not saying direct-

ly that they were lost, but asking if they might not be in such or

such a phace. She was uneasy under the new garb of deceit,

and soon excited suspicion. When it reached my ears, I was ex-

ceedingly pained, and moreover doubtful what course to pursue.

At last, taking her in the most affectionate way, I began to tell

her a story of a little girl who was much beloved by her parents,

and brothers and sisters, and for whose happiness every thing

was done; and asked her whether the little girl should not love

them in return, and try to make them happy; to which she

eagerly assented. But, said I, she did not, she was careless, and

caused them much pain. At this Laura was excited, and said

the girl was in the wrong, and asked what she did to displease

her relations; I replied, she deceived them; they never told her

any thing but truth, but she one day acted so us to make them

think she had not done a thing, when she had done it. Laura

then eagerly asked if the girl told a fib, and I explained to her

how one might tell a falsehood, without saying a word
;
which

site readily understood, becoming all the time more interested,

and evidently touched. I then tried to explain to her the different

degrees of culpability resulting from carelessness, from disobedi-

ence, and from intentional deceit. She soon grew pale, and

evidently begun to apply the remarks to her own ease, but still
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was very eager to know about " the wrong little girl," and how
her parents treated her. I told her her parents were grieved, and
cried, at which she could hardly restrain her own tears. After

a while she confessed to me that she had deceived about the

gloves, that they were not lost, but hidden away. I then tried to

show her that I cared nothing about the gloves, that the loss of a

hundred pairs would be nothing if unaccompanied by any deceit.

She perceived that I was grieved, and going to leave her to her

own thoughts, and clung to me as if in terror of being alone. I

was forced however to inflict the pain upon her.

Her teachers and the persons most immediately about her, were
requested to manifest no other feeling than that of sorrow on
her account ; and the poor creature going about from one to

another for comfort and for joy, but finding only sadness, soon
became agonized with grief. When left alone she sat pale and
motionless, with a countenance the very image of sorrow ; and
so severe seemed the discipline, that I feared lest the memory of
it should be terrible enough to tempt her to have recourse to the

common artifice of concealing one prevarication by another, and
thus insensibly get her into the habit of falsehood. I therefore

comforted her by assurances of the continued affection of her
friends, tried to make her understand that their grief and her
suffering were the simple and necessary consequences of her

careless or wilful mistatement, and made her reflect upon the

nature of the emotion she experienced after having uttered the
untruth ; how unpleasant it was, how it made her feel afraid, and
how widely different it was from the fearless and placid emotion
which followed truth.

It was easy enough to make her see the consequences which
must result from habitual falsehood, but difficult to give her an
idea of all the moral obligations to be truthful

;
perhaps however

the intellectual perception of these obligations is not necessary to

the perfect truthfulness of a child, for such is his natural tenden-
cy to tell the truth at all times, that if his education can keep
him from the disturbing force of any strong temptation, we may
count upon his speaking straight-forward, as surely as we may
calculate upon a projectile moved by one force, going in a straight

line.

Words arc the natural and spontaneous representations of (he

thoughts ; the truth is ever uppermost in the mind ; it is on the

surface, it is a single object, and cannot be mistaken ; but for a

lie, we must dive below the surface and hesitatingly fetch up
one of the many that may be found at the bottom. There is

little fear of Laura's losing that character for ingenuousness and
truthfulness which she has always deservedly possessed.

There is more fear of her becoming vain, for it is almost im-
possible to prevent her reccivincr such attentions and such
caresses as directly address her self-esteem. Some persons only
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feel, they never think ; and they do a benevolent action to grati-

fy some spontaneous impulse of their own, or to give momentary
pleasure to another, rather than to promote his real welfare

;

and even some mothers seem to think more of the pleasur-

able gratification of their own blind feelings of attachment,

than of the good of their children. Such persons, coming in

contact with Laura, will contrive in some way by caresses, or by
gifts, to show their peculiar interest in her. She is very saga-

cious ; she ascertains that such visiters to the school are more
interested in her than in her blind companions; and that they

remain near her most of the time. It is difficult to prevent them
making her presents, and in various ways showing her marks
of sympathy which she may attribute to some peculiar excellence

of her own. Then she must be allowed to visit, to have ac-

quaintances, and to converse with all people who come in her

way and who have learned the manual alphabet of deaf-mutes;

in short, to run the risk of the disadvantages of society, in order

to secure its obvious and indispensable advantages ; and it will

require constant care and vigilance to prevent her perceiving

herself to be a lion, than which hardly a greater misfortune can

befall a woman. That she has been so effectually preserved

from this thus far is owing to the. watchful care and almost con-

stant attendance of her teachers ; and now that by the liberality

of individuals she has the entire time and services of a young
lady of great intelligence who is devotedly attached to her, it is

to be hoped that she may long preserve her present amiable sim-

plicity of character.

The various attempts which I have made during the year to

lead her thoughts to God, and spiritual affairs, have been, for the

most part, forced upon me by her questions, which I am sure

were prompted by expressions dropped carelessly by others ; as

God, Heaven, Soul, &c, and about which she would afterwards

ask me. Whenever I have deliberately entered upon them, I

have done so with caution, and always felt obliged by a sense of

duty to the child to make the conversations as short as possible.

The most painful part of one's duty is often where an honest

conviction forces one to pursue a line of conduct diametrically

opposite to that recommended by those for whose superior tal-

ents and wisdom one has the greatest respect. It is said contin-

ually, that this child should be instructed in the doctrines of re-

vealed religion ; and some even seem to imagine her eternal

welfare will be periled by her remaining in ignorance of reli-

gious truths. I am aware of the high responsibility of the

charge of a soul ; and the mother who bore her can hardly feel

a deeper interest in Laura's welfare than 1 do; but that very

sense of responsibility to God, and that love which I bear to the

child, forces me, after seeking for all light from others, finally to

rely upon my own judgment. It is not to be doubted that she
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could be taught any dogma or creed, and be made to give

as edifying answers, as are recorded of many other wonderful

children, to questions on spiritual subjects. But as I can see

no necessary connexion between a moral and religious life and
the intellectual perception of a particular truth, or belief in a

particular creed, I see not why I should anticipate what seems
to me the course of nature in developing the mental powers.

Unaided by any precedent for this case, one can look only to

the book of nature; and that seems to teach that we should

prepare the soul for loving and worshipping God, by developing

its powers, and making it acquainted with his wonderful and be-

nevolent works, before we lay down rules of blind obedience.

Should Laura's life be spared, it is certain that she can be made
to understand every religious truth that it may be desirable to

teach her. Should she die young, there can be no doubt that

she will be taken to the bosom of that Father in Heaven, to whom
she is every day paying acceptable tribute of thanksgiving and
praise, by her glad enjoyment of the gift of existence. With
these views, while I am ready to improve every opportunity of

giving what she seems to need, I cannot consent to attempt to

impart a knowledge of any truth for which her mind is not pre-

pared ; and I would take this opportunity to beseech those

friends of hers, who differ from me, and who may occasionally

converse with her, to reflect, that while the whole responsibility

of the case rests upon me, it is unjust in them to do,—what they

may easily do,—instil into her mind notions which might de-

range the whole plan of her instruction.

The following conversation, taken from my minutes made at

the time, will give an idea of the course of her thoughts on spir-

itual subjects. During the past year, one of our pupils died,

after a severe illness, which caused much anxiety in our house-

hold. Laura, of course, knew of it, and her inquiries after him
were as frequent and as correct as those of any one. After his

death, I proceeded to break it to her. I asked her if she knew
that little Orin was very sick. She said yes. He was very

ill yesterday forenoon, said I, and I knew he could not live long.

At this she looked much distressed, and seemed to ponder upon
it deeply. I paused awhile, and then told her that " Orin died

last night." At the word died, she seemed to shrink within

herself,—there was a contraction of the hands,—a half spasm, and

her countenance indicated not exactly grief, but rather pain and

amazement ; her lips quivered, and then she seemed about to

cry, but restrained her tears. She had known something of

death before ; she had lost friends, and she knew about dead
animals, but this was the only case which had occurred in the

house. She asked about death, and I said "when you are asleep

• Iocs your body feel?" " No if I am very asleep." Why? " /

do not know;" I tried to explain, and used the word soul;
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she said " what is sotd?" that which thinks, and feels, and

hopes, and loves, said 1, to which she added interrogatively, "and
aches?" Here I was perplexed at the threshold, by her inquir-

ing spirit seizing upon and confounding material and immaterial

processes. I tried to explain to her that any injury of the body

was perceived by the soul ; but I was clearly beyond her depth,

although she was all eagerness to go on. I think I made her

comprehend the difference between material and spiritual opera-

tions. After a while she asked, " where is Orin's think?" It has

left his body and gone away? " Where?" To God in Heaven.

She replied, " where ? up ?" [pointing up.] Yes! "Will it come

back ?" No !
" Why" said she. Because his body was very

sick and died, and soul cannot stay in a dead body. After a

minute she said, " is breath dead ? is blood dead 1 your horse died,

where is his soul ?" I was obliged to give the very unsatisfactory

answer that animals have no souls." She said " cat docs kill a
mouse, why ? has she got sold?" Ans :

" animals do not know
about souls, they do not think like us." At this moment a lly

alighted upon her hand, and she said, " have flics souls ?" I said

no. " Why did not God give them souls ?" Alas for the poverty

of her language, I could hardly make her understand how much
of life and happiness God bestows even upon a little fly !

Soon she said, " can God see, has He eyes ?" I replied by ask-

ing her, can you see your mother in Hanover ? " No /" but,

said I, you can see her with your mind, you can think about her,

and love her. " Yes" said she; so, replied I, God can see you
and all people and know all they do ; and He thinks about them,

and loves them, and He will love you and all people if they are

gentle and kind and good, and love one another. " Can He be

angry?" said she; No! He can be sorry, because he loves all

folks, and grieves when they do wrong ;" " Can He cry?" said

she. No ! the body cries because the soul is sad, but God has

no body ; I then tried to make her think of her spiritual exist-

ence as separate from her bodily one; but she seemed to dislike to

do so, and said eagerly, " 1 shall not die;" some would have said

she referred to her soul, but she did not, she was shrinking at the

thought of physical death, and I turned the conversation. I

could not have the heart to give the poor child the baneful

knowledge before T had prepared the antidote. It seems to

me that, she needs not the fear of death to keep her in the path

of goodness."

It would have been exceedingly gratifying to be able to an-

nounce a more perfect development of those moral qualities on
which true religion is founded; but it was hardly to have hern

expected; those qualities are among the last to develope them-
Ives, and are of tardy growth; we could have forced them out

perhaps by artificial culture, bu1 that would have been to have ob-

tained a hot house plant instead of the simple and natural one that
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is every day putting forth new beauties to our sight. It is but

thirteen years since Laura was born; she has hardly lived half

that number, yet in that time what an important mission has she

fulfilled ! how much has she done for herself, how much has

she taught others ! deprived of most of the varied stimuli furnish-

ed by the senses, and fed by the scantiest crumbs of knowledge,

her soul has nevertheless put forth the buds of the brightest vir-

tues, and give indication of its pure origin, and its high destina-

tion.

Respectfully submitted,

S. G. HOWE.
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APPENDIX B.

OLIVER CASWELL.

This blind and deaf-mute boy is now 13 years old, and his

progress during the past year in the acquisition of language and
of other knowledge has been very gratifying. He has been per-

fectly docile and obedient; and is one of the most sweet-temper-

ed atfectionate boys I have ever known. Since the first desper-

ate resistance which he made to authority, he has never shown
the slightest hesitation or even disinclination to do whatever I

have required him to do, and he has also been obedieut and
respectful to those who have any authority over him. It may
seem difficult to conceive how he should know those persons

;

but he does know them, and cannot be imposed upon by his

fellow pupils.

He is rather lymphatic in temperament, and has by no means
that rapidity of thought and action which characterises Laura in

so remarkable a degree. But though very quiet in his deport-

ment and slow in all his movements, his smiling and intelligent

countenance gives him an interesting appearance, and his thick-

set frame indicates strength and endurance. The most remarka-
ble trait in his character is his affectionate and cheerful disposi-

tion. He is a favorite throughout the house; every one loves

him ; every one gives him a kiss or caress on meeting him
;

and he greets all with smiles in return. He is uniformly cheer-

ful, and seems to have that enjoyment of existence which charac-

terises Laura, though unaccompanied by the keen zest that

makes her buoyant, while he is only calm.

He does not manifest his affection for others by those active

demonstrations which she is constantly making. It does not
seem a necessity of his nature to unburthen himself by kisses and
caresses to others; but he is evidently pleased at receiving them.
And though he seldom returns them, still he is evidently deeply
attached to many of the persons about him, and manifests his

love and sympathy by natural language which cannot be mis-
taken.

A great deal of time has been spent during the last year in

communicating to him a knowledge of that indispensable requi-
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site for the development of mind, arbitrary language; and he has

profited much thereby, He acquires words slowly, and uses

them slowly, but takes great pleasure in both processes, and has
already made a considerable acquisition of words. For instance,

here are some of his sentences as he made them early in the

year. Wishing to inform his teacher that he had been out fish-

ing with two persons, he said, " Oliver, fish, boat, Thomas, Brad-
ford." Pointing out to his teacher a rat hole in the wainscot he
said cat rat. Having made a little boat and rigged it with sails,

he put it into a trough of water, and, blowing too hard, overset it,

which he related to his teacher thus

—

Water, boat, Oliver, bloio,

fall. Wishing to express the fact of witnessing a person sawing
and cutting wood, he said, " wood, saiv, Thomas;" and "wood,
axe, cut, Thomas." The slaughtering of the pig which he had
been made to comprehend before he came here, and which was re-

ferred to in the last report, seems to have made a strong impression

on his mind. One day he wrote down of his own accord " Pig,
fall, knife, cut, leg, Oliver," which I interpret ; the Pig fell down
cut by a knife, and he, Oliver, used his legs, and ran away.

The following extract from his teacher's journal shows the

ease with which verbs are taught. July 15—" tried to make
Oliver familiar with the use of a verb in connexion with adjec-

tives, lie asked for a cracker, I went with him to get one, and
told him " cracker is round;" he smiled and nodded his head, as

much as to say, I understand it. Afterwards he applied it to other

things of himself saying " button is round, ball is round, &c."
My former plan was to go on step by step, and give the different

parts of speech separately, beginning with nouns, but reflection has

convinced me this was wrong. Whenever the deaf-mute indicates

through natural signs, assertion, negation, interrogation, quality,

&c, then is the time to give him the corresponding arbitrary

signs or words, which he by mere imitation, and without requir-

ing any explanation, immediately adopts.

When he was taught that persons have two names, he was

very much interested and went on to ask the second name of all

the members of his family, as John Caswell, Richard Caswell,

&x. ; but afterwards asking the family name of one of his school

mates, which happened to be Caswell, he was sorely perplexed, and

much of the value of the lesson was necessarily lost from inability

to explain to him the apparent violation of a rule which he seem-

ed himself to have established. He also inquired what was the

second, or family name of cat, dog, &c. One of his exercises is

when alone to put down words and sentences by inserting me-
tallic types in the form of pegs into a board pierced with holes

to receive them. He can write quite well with a pencil, but

this method of putting down words with types is better, inasmuch

as ii enables his teacher to make him correct his own sentences.

He generally puts down the words in what is probably the most
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natural order, placing the one of leading import first, as Jacket,

Oliver, give, mother : that is mother gave me (Oliver) the jacket

:

the jacket,—the principal object ; to him,—the second
;
given,

—

the third ; by his mother,—the fourth. Having been drawn
upon a sled on the snow, he said " ride, Oliver, sled, snmv, rope,

Thomas:" that is Oliver rode on a sled on the snow, the rope

held by Thomas : andfail, Oliver, sled, snow, rope, Thomas ; that

he fell from the. sled on the snow, the rope being drawn by

Thomas; the word significative of the leading idea coming first

in each case. One chilly day he perceived that the dog was
wet, trembling with cold ; and on his teacher saying to him inter-

rogatively, Walk ? that is, will you go to walk, he said, icalk,

no, rain ; and added, shake, cold, dog.

Like Laura, and like all children, indeed, he is very fond of

using new words ; his teacher having explained to him the word
hurry, he amused himself during the rest of the day by saying

hurry to every one he met, and pushing them along to show them
how to hurry. Having learned a word, he easily and of his own
accord makes various applications of it. For instance, having

learned the use of the verb is, when his teacher caused him to

shut, the door, and then to spell door shut, he added, door is shut.

He then took up an umbrella, and made signs to know what the

cover was called, and being told, cloth, he said, " umbrella is

cloth." Having fallen over a sled, and hurt his leg, he said to

his teacher, "Oliver, hit, fall, leg, sled, hurt; leg sore; Oliver

blind;" that is, I hit, in falling, my leg against the sled, and hurt

it ; my leg is sore ; I was blind.

He is much inclined to frolic, and sometimes tries to excite

laughter by saying extravagant things; as, " house can laugh"—
and then laughing at it himself; rolling a button on the floor and

saying, " button can walk." He seems to understand readily that

mere play is intended, when one holds him over a place from

which he might fear to fall, or when one tells him any thing

extravagant; but is inclined to put implicit reliance on what is

said in an ordinary way. For instance, when I had gone away,

to be absent, as he was told, for two nights, but returned the

next day, his teacher said to him, " Doctor has come ;" he replied,

" No! Doctor will cam,' after one ;" that is, after one night more :

but, being again told I had come, he seemed troubled, and re-

plied emphatically,* and with a look of reproof, " No ! Doctor
will come after one night ; Rogers not know!" He understands

when words are to be taken interrogatively, by a peculiar manner
of using them, and will answer ailirmatively or negatively. For
instance, his teacher said to him a few days ago, " Did Oliver go
with Bradford to see sister?" " Yes." "When!" " Ycster-

• Deaf-mul lid to t;ilk empliatieaUy with their tnic<r< ; and it i<> very easy t.>

perceive when Laura or Oliver u i>h to lay stress en particular words.
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day" said he. He makes this visit weekly, and on a particular

day, and said, " OUver will with Bradford after Jive nights;"

that is, will go with Bradford after five nights. Being asked, to

see who? he replied, "Sister." He has learned to count pretty

correctly as far as fifty but he always fives, (as the old form

of expression is,) that is, counts his fingers ; if he is counting

leaves, for instance, and finds eighteen, he will hold up both

hands, with the fingers spread out, then one hand with the fin-

gers, then one with three fingers. His progress, however, is slow

in this as in other studies.

We have never had occasion to give him any lessons on pro-

priety, either as to personal decency, or moderation in eating

;

and yet in both respects his conduct is not only unexceptionable,

but, as I think, remarkable. He is a very moderate eater, and
chews his food very deliberately. He does not crave so much as

most other children, but is fond of odors, especially of flowers

;

and the pleasure which he derives from visiting a green-house

seems almost equal to that obtained by persons with all their

senses. He has a sense of property, and though not particularly

acquisitive, asserts his right to his own, while he always respects

the rights of others.

I have said that he is cheerful and affectionate. There have

been very few exceptions to this in his conduct. He has rarely

shown marks of temper, and only when he had been teased or im-

posed upon, or thought he had been, and then he becomes pas-

sionate, and seems bold as a little lion. There is much manli-

ness about him, and he takes great delight in those exercises

which require strength and activity. In our gymnasium he is

one of the strongest and most expert performers, leaping the bars,

clambering the ropes, and swinging himself about in the air,

with entire fearlessness. When injured, he bears it bravely; rubs

the part injured, and conceals his emotion, or, if a tear is forced

out, it is unaccompanied by a groan. He has a very strong

frame, and is seldom ill ; but when any thing ails him, he

drops his head, sits quietly, or goes to bed, without any whining

or any complaints. Sometimes, when he is grieved by a friend

going away, he seems to be full of emotion, which, however, he

conceals, though the tears sometimes trickle down his cheeks. He
seems perfectly truthful and conscientious, though I am sure no
one ever gave him any lessons upon the necessity of being so.

Finally, without that remarkable degree of mental activity which

makes Laura so apt a learner, he is in every respect a most inter-

esting and beautiful boy, and it cannot be doubted that, by long

and close perseverance in the course of instruction which has

been adopted for him, his mind will be developed, and he will

become an intelligent and happy man. S. G. HOWE.
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APPENDIX C.

JULIA BRACE.

This deaf blind mute, who became so widely known during

her long residence at the excellent Institution for Deaf Mutes in

Hartford, has been with us since April, 1842. It will be remem-
bered that in the last Report a brief notice was made of her,

though she had then been a pupil only a few weeks, and that

much difficulty was anticipated, not in making her understand

he connexion between arbitrary signs and things, and not in

mparting to her a knowledge of many external relations, quali-

ies, &c. which she did not possess, but from her want of interest

in learning. She has, however, rather agreeably disappointed us

in that respect, and she has kept up her interest in her new stud-

ies to the present time, being always pleased to learn a new
word ; but, unfortunately, she cannot remember the words any

length of time. This is the natural result of the long inactivity

of her brain, and of her having passed the age when the percep-

tive faculties are vividly and almost spontaneously at work.

Following nearly the same course with her as with Laura and

Oliver, she was taught to make the letters of the alphabet with

her fingers, by taking articles having short names, as hat, pen,

pin, &c, and putting the fingers in a particular position for each

letter. These positions of the fingers thus became to her not

three letters of the alphabet, but a triple sign for the object. In-

creasing the number of the objects, of course she gradually learn-

ed all the letters of the alphabet. She learned to combine these

signs or letters in various ways, and can ask for many things, as

mug, cake, bread, &x., but she does not like to do so if she can

make herself understood by her old and imperfect signs.

She has learned to use the metallic types with letters upon

their ends, and can put down many words : for instance, her

teacher gave her a piece of cake and spelled the words, Julia, eat,

cake; after which Julia of her own accord went to her board

and set up the words with her types, Julia, cake, cut.

She was out one day this winter with the girls and her teacher

frolicking on the snow. The day after she was in great glee at

the recollection of it, and seemed by her sign, to try to recspita-
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late the events, and in her eagerness spelled on her fingers, " st

fall snow ;" st is an abbreviation of a persons name who was
with her, and to whose fall on the snow she evidently alluded. It

is perfectly obvious, therefore, that there was no natural incapaci-

ty for language, and that she might learn it now but for the long

inactivity of her faculties, and for her possession of certain vague
signs by which she can express some of her animal wants ; for

as to intellectual expressions she has none. Whether at her

age,—and from the limited advantage which she can derive from

instruction,—her guardian will consider it expedient to increase

the necessary expense of the slow and tedious process of com-
municating knowledge to her, is very doubtful.

As much has already been published concerning her, I shall

not swell this report by dwelling longer on the case.

S. G. HOWE.
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